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My Big TOE was well-researched and documented. But I think there was too much repetition of the

message: everything is virtual. There are a lot of other PMR and NPMR realities out there with

different rules. Every one trying to overcome entropy, some succeeding more than others. The

ultimate low entropy state is love.I know the author resisted talking about these other realities

because he was trying to get away from sensationalizing his message. But I think it would have

really been helpful to discuss in greater detail his experiences of these other realities. Comparing

our little TOE with others would help in understanding why our TOE is so optimal for learning.I did

appreciate his message of not believing and trying it out for yourself, but 99.9 % of people will never

have the experiences he had and so will never know these other worlds. Its like an explorer in the

15th century coming back and telling people he discovered these great new lands but can't tell us

anything about them. That we would have to experience them ourselves. Well 99.9% would never

experience those lands because of lack of means (in the case of PMR and NPMR lack of ability) so



a second hand recount is valuable.

Fantastic read, but very in-depth so it will take some time to work through. But then, that's the point

with a book like this--it requires your thoughtful consideration to work through the concepts he

presents. But Campbell writes in a way that everyone can understand no matter your background

so don't be afraid of diving in!

I recommend this book for anyone with an open mind, some knowledge of metaphysics, and a

strong desire to better understand how the universe really works. It is not an easy read so start at

the very beginning and read the intro material carefully. This book deals with subjects such as

out-of-body experiences and communication with non-physical intelligence, which may not appeal to

practitioners of some fundamental religions, but the author uses science to explain what is taking

place. If you are drawn to this book, buy it and keep it. With books like this you may not understand

it the first time you try to read it, but in the future you will pick it up and it will make perfect sense. It

is an important book to have.

I am already an awaken conscious cell and this "My Big Toe" has more than added to my awaken

state and keeps me on my personal Big Toe experience as I continue to evolve. My larger

awareness of this virtual reality we live came through the knowledge in this book of wisdom and has

contributed to my lowered state of energy (anthropy). Everyday I awake I see the world as it truly is.

I will be forever thankful to 'AUO' for leading to Tom Champbell.

What Tom Campbell is proposing is something that has been known for thousands of years by

Eastern religions, in that respect it's nothing new. What's new is that he uses science to support his

views and creates a very compelling and logical argument to create a Theory Of Everything. The

greatest hurdle that readers will have to overcome is to let go their cherished and much appreciated

beliefs and dogmas, at least while they are reading this book. If you are able to do this you will be

able to partially grasp the big picture and your life might change for ever.

Fantastic book, the information is presented logically and there is no attempt to sugar-coat the

information. Readers are encouraged to form their own opinions based on experience or leave the

question unanswered.Everyone interested in metaphysics should give this trilogy a go.Not for the

closed minded.



this is not for quick and easy reading, but highly recommended for all open-minded scientists (and

for anyone who enjoys that place where Science & Spirit meet). Tom Campbell slowly unfolds his

big TOE, in a way which is complex and captivating, and often humorous. The TOE he offers really

does include Everything and is certain to stretch a few closed minds! It's fascinating the way he

scientifically presents things like non-physical reality and the deep truths of spiritual principles...

Some of the technical explanations may go over the heads of non-scientists (like myself) but the

main ideas are still easily understood. My main criticism is that with all three volumes in one, the

book is quite heavy to hold!

Great book : ) How about more word on the theory that complex night dreams,and "hallucinations"

or "visions" as we know them come from the GCS(Greater Consciousness System) and are not

quite as likely to occur outside of a simulation. I would like more coverage of this in future

text/media.Quite a good book, 5 stars. "Be Kind to your brothers and sisters",wellbeing,health and

goodness to each of all,: ) thanks!.
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